PREGUNTAS FRECUENTES (FAQ)
¿CÓMO ACCEDER A LA VIDEOLLAMADA?
Una vez que hayas iniciado sesión (¿Cómo iniciar sesion?)
en tu cuenta @liceobritanico.com:
Método 1: Presioná en el enlace, que te hemos enviado por
email (tanto a tu email personal como al de tu usuario @
liceobritanico.com) que comienza por meet.google.com/…..
Método 2: Entra en https://classroom.google.com/
» Presiona sobre tu clase.
» Copia y pega este link en una pestaña nueva de Chrome:
Método 3: Desde tu Google Calendar (https://calendar.
google.com/)
» Encuentra y presiona sobre el evento de tu clase (que
encontras en el dia de la semana y en el horario en que
tendrás tu clase)
» Encontrarás tanto el enlace para Google Meet como el de
tu clase en Google Classroom (mirá la imagen a la derecha)

999-973

6743

¿QUÉ DEBO HACER ANTES DE ENTRAR EN LA VIDEOLLAMADA?
Se recomienda:
» Asegurate de estar cómodo y en un sitio con buena conexión a Internet.
» Utilizá auriculares para poder escuchar correctamente.
» Verificá previamente que tu micrófono y audio funciona adecuadamente.
» Activá tu micrófono sólo cuando desees hablar y luego volvé a silenciarlo.
» No estés logueado en dos dispositivos al mismo tiempo (puede generar sonidos
molestos para vos y para tus compañeros).

¿DÓNDE PUEDO DESCARGAR EL NAVEGADOR GOOGLE CHROME?
Podés descargarlo gratuitamente desde: https://www.google.com/chrome/

¿PUEDO ACCEDER AL AULA VIRTUAL Y A LA VIDEOLLAMADA DESDE
UN CELULAR?
Sí, en ambos casos podés acceder desde un celular. Deberás
descargar las aplicaciones correspondientes desde Google
Play o Apple Store.
Para entrar en tu clase virtual: simplemente abrí la App de
Google Classroom.
Para entrar en tu videollamada: presioná en el link que tenés
en tu email y abrirá automáticamente la app de Google Meet.

* Editors: Ivana Gambarrutta and Natalia Moltrasio * Layout and Design: estudiopandg@gmail.com
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¿CÓMO APUNTARSE A UNA
CLASE EN CLASSROOM USANDO
EL “CÓDIGO DE LA CLASE”?
Si has entrado en Classroom y NO encontrás
tu/tus clase, podes solicitar unirte a la ella
utilizando el “Código de de la clase” que
recibiste en el email del comunicado. Sigue
los pasos detallados en la imagen a la derecha.

¿EN QUÉ HORARIO DEBO CONECTARME?
Te recomendamos que te conectes 5 minutos antes de que comience la clase, sobre
todo si no te sentís muy cómodo usando una computadora.

¿CON QUIÉN VOY A TENER MI CLASE?
Con tu docente y compañeros de clase de siempre.

¿CUÁNDO VA A SER MI CLASE?
En los mismos días y horarios de tu clase presencial. En vez de ir al Liceo, te conectarás
a Google Meet.

¿CÓMO VA A SER MI CLASE?
La clase interactiva se desarrollará en Google Meet y tendrá características similares
a las de clases presenciales, pero adaptadas a este entorno. Incluirán interacción (que
podrá ser por chat escrito o turnándose para utilizar el micrófono), la posibilidad de ver
diapositivas o un documento que prepare el docente (o que preparen los alumnos!)

¿CÓMO ME CONECTO?
Con tu usuario (tu dirección de correo institucional @liceobritanico.com) y contraseña
del Liceo Británico ingresás a tu clase con el enlace que te enviamos por mail.

¿QUÉ HAGO SI NO ACCEDÍ A LA CLASE A LA HORA DE
COMIENZO?
Accedé en cuanto puedas y disculpate con los demás participantes como si hubieras
llegado tarde a tu clase presencial. Usá el chat para no interrumpir.

¿QUÉ HAGO SI NO PUDE PRESENCIAR LA CLASE?
Comunicate con tu docente y disculpate. Él o ella te indicarán qué tareas podrás realizar
para recuperar los contenidos vistos.

EL ALUMNO/A ES MI HIJO/A ¿CÓMO PUEDEN ACCEDER A SU
CLASE DE INGLÉS ONLINE?
Los chicos pueden necesitar ayuda de algún adulto para poder acceder a las aulas
virtuales, sobre todo, en una primera instancia. Son los adultos responsables los que han
recibido los mensajes y los datos para los accesos. Contamos con el apoyo de todos para
poder realizar estas clases exitosamente.

SI ME DESCONECTO ¿QUÉ TENGO QUE HACER?
Te volvés a conectar como hiciste al principio de la clase.

¿CÓMO VA A SER LA TAREA DE LA CLASE?
Tu docente te va a indicar qué tarea tenés que realizar en cada caso y de qué
manera tendrás que entregarla. Una de las opciones es Google Classroom.
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¿PUEDO PARTICIPAR EN LA CLASE SIN ESTAR CONECTADO A
INTERNET?
No, para participar en la clase interactiva online tenés que estar conectado a internet en
el momento de la clase. De todas maneras, podrás acceder a materiales que tu docente
deje disponible en el aula de Google Classroom.

¿PODRÉ VER A MI DOCENTE Y A MIS COMPAÑEROS?
Sí, Google Meet es una herramienta de videoconferencia, de manera que vas a poder ver
y escuchar a tus compañeros, siempre que dispongas de un dispositivo con cámara y
parlantes, como por ejemplo tu celular.

¿QUÉ PUEDO HACER SI NO ESCUCHO EL AUDIO?
Si no escuchás nada del audio, chequeá si tenés los parlantes activados en tu dispositivo.
Si el problema es que el sonido se entrecorta, podés activar los subtítulos (yendo a los
tres puntos a la derecha abajo de tu pantalla en la barra de Google Meet) y activando esa
opción. Así podrás leer lo que tu docente y tus compañeros dicen.

MI PROFESOR DICE QUE HAY INTERFERENCIAS.¿CÓMO
SILENCIO MI MICRÓFONO?
Mientras no estés hablando, siempre tenés que tener el micrófono desactivado. Para
hacer esto, tenés que ir a la parte inferior de tu imagen y hacer clic sobre el botón que
tiene un micrófono hasta que esté en rojo y tachado.

¿CÓMO ACTIVO O DESACTIVO MI CÁMARA?
En el panel inferior de Google Meet, a la derecha hay un botón que si está rojo indica que
la cámara está “cerrada” y si no, está “abierta”.

¿CUÁNDO TERMINA LA CLASE?
Tu docente terminará la clase haciendo un cierre como lo hace habitualmente y cortando
la comunicación. Para poder cortar la comunicación desde tu lado, tenés que hacer click
sobre el botón del centro:
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¿CÓMO PUEDO ENVIAR UN COMENTARIO O UNA PREGUNTA
MIENTRAS MI PROFESOR ESTÁ HABLANDO O PRESENTANDO?
Durante el transcurso de la clase todos los participantes y el docente pueden escribir
mensajes en el chat arriba a la derecha de la pantalla.
Esto abre un panel en el que todos pueden escribir (y todos pueden ver lo que
los demás escriben)

¿QUÉ HAGO SI ME OLVIDÉ LA CONTRASEÑA?
Escribí a ayuda.alumnos.online@liceobritanico.com

QUIERO CAMBIAR LA DISPOSICIÓN DE LOS ELEMENTOS EN
MI PANTALLA Y OTROS ASPECTOS DE LA CONFIGURACIÓN
¿CÓMO HAGO?
Abajo, a la derecha, en el panel de Google Meet, hay un botón con tres puntos.
Allí se puede elegir la forma en la que se ven los elementos en la pantalla,
agregar subtítulos, y hacer otras modificaciones a tus preferencias.

¿PUEDO ENVIAR EMAILS EXTERNOS CON MI CUENTA
@LICEOBRITANICO.COM?
No, solo podes enviar y recibir emails “internos”, es decir, solo de otras cuentas @
liceobritanico.com
Quien quiera escribirte desde fuera del Liceo Britanico recibirá un mensaje de error:

ENVIÉ UN EMAIL AL CORREO AYUDA.ALUMNOS.ONLINE@
LICEOBRITANICO.COM Y ME HA VUELTO RECHAZADO!
Te pedimos disculpas. En la comunicación que recibiste por email la dirección del correo
electrónico de ayuda estaba mal escrita (no debería tener tilde en “británico”)

Reenvía el correo rechazado a: ayuda.alumnos.online@
liceobritanico.com
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HOWARD GARDNER'S
THEORY OF MULTIPLE
INTELLIGENCES

“An intelligence is the ability to solve problems, or to create
products, that are valued within one or more cultural settings.”
-- Howard Gardner FRAMES OF MIND (1983)

VERBAL-LINGUISTIC
INTELLIGENCE

("Word smart" or "Book smart")
This intelligence involves the knowing which
comes through language; through reading,
writing, and speaking. It involves understanding
the order and meaning of words in both speech
and writing and how to properly use the language.
It involves understanding the sociocultural
nuances of a language, including idioms, plays on
words, and linguistically-based humor.
If this is a strong intelligence for you, you have
highly developed skills for reading, speaking,
and writing and you tend to think in words. You
probably like various kinds of literature, playing
word games, making up poetry and stories,
engaging in involved discussions with other
people, debating, formal speaking, creative
writing, and telling jokes. You are likely precise in
expressing yourself and irritated when others are
not! You love learning new words, you do well with
written assignments, and your comprehension of
anything you read is high.

VISUAL-SPATIAL
INTELLIGENCE

("Art smart" or "Picture smart")
We often say “A picture is worth a thousand words!”
or “Seeing is believing!” This intelligence represents
the knowing that occurs through the shapes, images,
patterns, designs, and textures we see with our external
eyes, but also includes all of the images we are able to
conjure inside our heads.
If you are strong in this intelligence you tend to think in
images and pictures. You are likely very aware of object,
shapes, colors, textures, and patterns in the environment
around you. You probably like to draw, paint, and make
interesting designs and patterns, and work with clay,
colored markers, construction paper, and fabric. Many
who are strong in visual-spatial intelligence love to work
jigsaw puzzles, read maps and find their way around new
places. You probably have definite opinions about colors
that go together well, textures that are appropriate and
pleasing, and how a room should be decorated. And,
you are likely excellent at performing tasks that require
“seeing with the mind’s eyes,” such as visualizing,
pretending, imagining, and forming mental images.
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MATHEMATICAL-LOGICAL
INTELLIGENCE

("Math smart" or "Logic smart")
This intelligence uses numbers, math, and logic to
find and understand the various patterns that occur
in our lives: thought patterns, number patterns, visual
patterns, color patters, and so on. It begins with
concrete patterns in the real world but gets increasingly
abstract as we try to understand relationships of the
patterns we have seen.
If you happen to be a logical-mathematically inclined
person you tend to think more conceptually and
abstractly and are often able to see patterns and
relationships that others miss. You probably like to
conduct experiments, to solve puzzles and other
problems, to ask cosmic questions, and analyze
circumstances and people’s behavior. You most
likely enjoy working with numbers and mathematical
formulas and operations, and you love the challenge
of a complex problem to solve. You are probably
systematic and organized, and you likely always have a
logical rationale or argument for what you are doing or
thinking at any given time.

INTRAPERSONAL
INTELLIGENCE

("Self smart" or "Introspection smart")
At the heart of this intelligence are our human selfreflective abilities by which we can step outside of
ourselves and think about our own lives. This is the
introspective intelligence. It involves our uniquely human
propensity to want to know the meaning, purpose, and
significance of things. It involves our awareness of the
inner world of the self, emotions, values, beliefs, and our
various quests for genuine spirituality.
If this intelligence is one of your strong points you may
like to work alone and sometimes you may shy away
from others. You are probably self-reflective and selfaware and thus you tend to be in tune with your inner
feelings, values, beliefs, and thinking processes. You are
frequently bearers of creative wisdom and insight, are
highly intuitive, and you are inwardly motivated rather
than needing external rewards to keep you going. You
are often strong willed, self-confident, and have definite,
well-thought out opinions on almost any issue. Other
people will often come to you for advice and counsel.

BODILY-KINESTHETIC
INTELLIGENCE

("Body smart" or "Movement smart")
We often talk about “learning by doing.” This way of
knowing happens through physical movement and
through the knowing of our physical body. The body
“knows” many things that are not necessarily known
by the conscious, logical mind, such as how to ride a
bike, how to parallel park a car, dance the waltz, catch
a thrown object, maintain balance while walking, and
where the keys are on a computer keyboard.
If you have strength in this intelligence area you tend
to have a keen sense of body awareness. You like
physical movement, dancing, making and inventing
things with your hands, and role- playing. You probably
communicate well through body language and other
physical gestures. You can often perform a task much
better after seeing someone else do it first and then
mimicking their actions. You probably like physical
games of all kinds and you like to demonstrate how to
do something for someone else. You may find it difficult
to sit still for long periods of time and are easily bored
or distracted if you are not actively involved in what is
going on around you.

NATURALIST INTELLIGENCE

("Natural smart" or "Environment smart")

INTERPERSONAL
INTELLIGENCE

("People smart" or "Group smart")
This is the person-to-person way of knowing. It is the
knowing that happens when we work with and relate
to other people, often as part of a team. This way of
knowing also asks use to develop a whole range of
social skills that are needed for effective person-toperson communication and relating.
If this person-to-person way of knowing is more
developed in you, you learn through personal
interactions. You probably have lots of friends, show a
great deal of empathy for other people and
exhibit a deep understanding of other points of view.
You probably love team activities of all kinds and are
a good team member--you “pull your own weight” and
often much more! You are sensitive to other people’s
feelings and ideas, and are good at piggybacking your
ideas on others’ thoughts. And you are likely skilled at
drawing others out in a discussion. You are also probably
skilled in conflict resolution, mediation, and finding
compromise when people are in radical opposition to
each other.

MUSIC-RHYTHMIC
INTELLIGENCE

("Music smart" or "Sound smart")
The naturalist intelligence involves the full range of
knowing that occurs in and through our encounters
with the natural world including our recognition,
appreciation, and understanding of the natural
environment. It involves such capacities as species
discernment, communion with the natural world and
its phenomena, and the ability to recognize and classify
various flora and fauna.
If the naturalist intelligence is one of your strengths
you have a profound love for the outdoors, animals,
plants, and almost any natural object. You are probably
fascinated by and noticeably affected by such things as
the weather, changing leaves in the fall, the sound of the
wind, the warm sun or lack thereof, or an insect in the
room. At a young age you were likely nature collectors,
adding such things as bugs, rocks leaves, seashells,
sticks, and so on to your collections. You probably
brought home all manner and kinds of stray animals
and today you may have several pets and want more.
You tend to have an affinity with and respect for all living
beings.

This is the knowing that happens through sound
and vibration. In the original research on the theory
of multiple intelligences this intelligence was called
musical-rhythmic intelligence. However, it is not
limited to music and rhythm so I’m calling it auditoryvibrational, for it deals with the whole realm of sound,
tones, beats, and vibrational patterns as well as music.
If you are strong in this intelligence area you likely have
a love of music and rhythmic patterns. You are probably
very sensitive to sounds in the environment; the chirp of
cricket, rain on the roof, varying traffic patterns. You may
study and work better with music in the background.
You can often reproduce a melody or rhythmic pattern
after hearing it only once. Various sounds, tones, and
rhythms may have a visible effect on you--others
can often see a change in facial expressions, body
movement, or emotional responses. You probably like
to create music and you enjoy listening to a wide variety
of music. You may be skilled at mimicking sounds,
language accents, and others’ speech patterns, and
you can probably readily recognize different musical
instruments in a composition.
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"WHAT" SMART ARE YOU
MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES

What kind of smart are you? This is a chart to show you different kinds of
intelligence we all have! Take the quiz and add up to find YOUR intelligence(s)! The
highest score(s) will reveal your talents!
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What is important to you - do you
recognise your values?
Your values are reflected in your lifestyle and choices. When your own
actions and values are in harmony, life feels good. If your actions and
values are in conflict, you will feel like something is wrong. Maybe you
have not been listening to yourself enough?
When you make decisions that match your values, you can live a life that
feels like your own. When you know what you value, you will be able to
notice and seize opportunities that suit you best.
Find your most important values
Recognise your values by examining moments in which your life felt good and right.
A. What has been your happiest moment?
When have you been proud of something you have done or taken part in?
When have you not been satisfied with yourself and your life?
• List some examples of such situations from your life. Use experiences
from your studies, internships, summer jobs and personal life.
• Enrich your examples by describing what you were doing and by
explaining what other factors contributed to each situation. What made
you feel happiness, pride or satisfaction in particular?
B. Find your values
The following list includes typical values.
• Which values are connected to the feelings that you had in the situations
you described? Which values on the list do you recognise as your own?
• Try to find five values. If your own, important value is not on the list, feel
free to add it!
A sense of belonging
A sense of justice
A sense of meaning
Accuracy
Adventure
Aesthetics
Ambition
Balance
Being a visionary
Being charitable
Being faithful
Being family-oriented
Being goal-oriented
Being organised
Being practical
Cleverness
Competitiveness
Consideration for others’ feelings
Cooperation
Courage
Creativity
Curiosity
Having fun
Health
Honesty
Humility
Independence
Leadership

Learning
Love
Peace
Pleasure
Politeness
Responsibility
Security
Tolerance
Working hard
Peace
Persistence
Politeness
Popularity
Positivity
Professionalism
Quality
Reliability
Responsibility
Security
Sensitivity
Stability
Strength
Success
Suspense
Tolerance
Traditions
Usefulness
Working hard

C. Order of importance
Your choices are based on your values. Next, you will get to recognise the
order of importance that your values have.
• Look at your list of five important values. Place them at the tips of the
provided diamond.
• Start by comparing any two values with one another. If you could
act according to only one of those values, which one would be more
important? Draw an arrow pointing at the value that is more important.
• To help you choose, you can thin k about some practical situation.
• Continue by comparing pairs of values until all values have been
compared with one another.
• You will find out the order of your values by counting how many arrows
are pointed towards each value. What kind of order did you get?

“When you know what you value, you will be able
to seize opportunities that suit you best.”
D. Final check
How do things look? What did you find? What do you think about your values?
• Do they represent your worldview and what you feel is important?
• How would you talk about these values with your friends or in a job interview?
Your values do not stay the same throughout your life. They develop and
change. Remember to stop every now and then and check how your life
and experiences have affected your values
Adapted from: https://tektyokirja.fi/wp-content/uploads

Things Kids and Teens Can Do
without Screens

For years, young people have been able to pass their days
engaged and entertained—without the aid of an electronic
screen. And they’ve even enjoyed themselves. So how do you
find things for teenagers to do? Pssst—they work for adults, too!
1. Bake something new.
2. Find something in your room that you enjoyed when you
were younger and try it again, just for fun.
3. Play a board game.
4. Color, draw, or paint.
5. Think of someone you know who might be lonely, and what
you could do for them, even if you cannot meet.
6. Call a grandparent (you’ll make their day).
7. Do a crossword puzzle, Sudoku, or word find.
8. Write in a journal.
9. Write fanfic based on your favorite book or movie.
10. Make slime.
11. Do origami.
12. Play darts or ping pong.
13. Try to figure out how to fix something broken in your home.
14. Read. Find a book in your house you’ve never read before.
15. Cuddle with or play with a pet. Teach them a new trick.
16. Play with siblings.
17. Paint your nails.
18. Start or tend a garden.
19. Brainstorm business ideas.
20. Nap.
21. Do a jigsaw puzzle.
22. Ask if there are extra chores you can do for cash.
23. Knit, crochet, or rainbow loom.
24. Think of one adulting thing you don’t know how to do and it.
25. Practice or learn an instrument.
26. Try to identify the birds in your neighborhood.
27. See if you can set a record at something.
28. Make a bucket list.
29. Get the neighborhood kids together for a game of tag football.
30. Go through your drawers and make find clothes that you
can donate.
31. Write a short story.
32. Build something with toothpicks.
33. Build houses with playing cards.
34. Teach yourself a new card game.
35. Learn how to do an updo.
36. Practice yoga.
37. Try to stand on your head or do a cartwheel.
38. Tour the house looking at everything as if you’re at a museum.
39. Make a scrapbook of your last year’s adventures.
40. Teach yourself to whistle using your fingers.
41. Look through family photo albums.
42. Make a photo collage for your room.
43. Alphabetize the spices in your kitchen.
44. Organize your shoes.
45. Ask your grandparents about their childhood.
46. Ask your parents about their first date.
47. Learn how to do henna designs.
48. Read a magazine or newspaper you have never read before.
49. Dream about where you’d like to be in five, 10, or even 20 years.
50. Do an extra chore and surprise your parents.
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LOOKING AFTER OURSELVES...
To know how to take good care of ourselves… we need to be informed.

What is coronavirus?
A new coronavirus called SARS-CoV-2 is spreading across the globe.

What is a virus?
A virus is a tiny germ, way smaller than anything you can see. Viruses can make us sick, but they can't do
anything on their own — they need to live inside another creature (their host) to survive. To do that, they
have to get into our cells.

What is coronavirus?
You may have noticed lots of adults talking about a "coronavirus." There is a new kind of
this virus spreading around the world. It's called a coronavirus because "corona" means
"crown" in Latin. And the virus looks like it's wearing a spiky crown.
Mostly, it makes people cough, feel tired and have a fever. But older people and people
who have other conditions can get very sick from it. The disease the virus causes is called
COVID-19.

Where did the coronavirus come from?
The virus was first found in a city in China, called Wuhan, last December. But we think the
virus actually comes from bats. From there, it hopped into another type of animal, who gave
it to humans. No one knows for sure what this mystery animal was, but some people think
it might have been a pangolin, a scaly animal that eats ants.

How does the virus get into cells in the body?
The virus enters cells using a special "door" on the outside of human cells. The new
coronavirus also needs a "key" to get into cells. In this case, the coronavirus has a special
"spike" on its surface that it uses as a key to open the door.
Once inside cells, the virus makes lots of copies of itself. Those copies break out of cells,
then infect other cells. At a certain point, there are so many virus particles being produced
that our normal cells can't work properly … and we get sick.

How does it make people sick?
Viruses make people sick by killing human cells or making them not work properly. Like we
said, the new coronavirus uses a special door to get into cells. Those special doorways are
on cells in the nose and lungs. If the virus grows too much in the lungs, it can make it hard
to breathe. That is called pneumonia.
Luckily, your body has an army to fight germs like the coronavirus. It's called the immune
system. When a virus enters your body, the immune system attacks the virus. You know how
you can get a fever, headache or runny nose when you're sick? That's caused by the immune
system, and it's good! These yucky symptoms are signs that your body is fighting the virus.
Most people who get COVID-19 just have symptoms like a cough, fever or runny nose.
Doctors are not sure why, but some people get really sick. Some peoples' immune systems
may not fight hard enough. Other peoples' immune systems may fight too hard, hurting
their own cells. Both of these things can make people sicker.

How will I know if I get it?
There's a special test to see if you have COVID-19. If you feel sick, tell your parents. They will call your doctor to
see if you need the test. It's just like a flu test; they stick a Q-tip up your nose and test your snot for the virus.
The results come back a day later.

What can I do to help?
You can help stop the virus by washing your hands. This means sudsing up with soap and rubbing your hands
together to clean all your fingers, under the fingernails and between the fingers. You can sing the ABCs or come
up with another tune that lasts about 20 seconds.
Also, try to keep your hands off your face, so no rubbing your eyes or nose or putting your hands in your mouth.
That way, if there is any of the virus on your hands, you won't give it a way to enter the body where it can make
you sick. And remember to cough or sneeze into your elbow (like a vampire!), and stay home when you're sick.
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... AND OTHERS
Should I be worried?
There's no need for you to worry, because adults are working very hard to keep kids and
other adults safe. Even if you do get this virus, kids usually don't get very sick from it. It's
more like a mild cold.
But you still have a special role to play in protecting others! Older people, like
grandparents, need your help to stay healthy. That means washing your hands and
staying home if you're sick. It may also mean skipping your activities or not going to
school if your principal and other grown-ups in charge decide that's best. That can slow
down the spread of the virus and protect older and sicker people.

What is being done to keep us safe?
Doctors and government officials are working hard to make sure families stay safe.
That's why they may ask people to cancel activities, like sports events. They may close
schools to stop the virus from spreading. They may tell you to keep your distance from
other people when you're out. All these tricks make it hard for the virus to jump from one
person to the next. If the virus can't spread, fewer people get sick.
Doctors are also working hard to care for sick people. Scientists are trying to make a
coronavirus vaccine — kind of like the shots you get at the doctor's office. Others are
trying to make medicines to help sick people get better.

Will I be able to see my friends?
It may be harder to see your friends if you are told to stay in your home. However, there
are lots of great ways to stay in touch online. You probably already know about these, and
you can also get creative! There are ways to play games and have fun with friends, even
if you're not able to see them in person.
If you can meet with friends, you'll probably have to keep the group small. So, no birthday
parties for now. Meeting in large open spaces like parks, where you can keep lots of
distance, is probably the best choice.

When could the coronavirus outbreak end?
We don't know for sure. (I know, not what you want to hear!) But using math, we can
make educated guesses. Left on its own, the virus would take many months to spread all
around the world. But that doesn't mean your city would be affected for that long. And a
vaccine could stop the virus sooner — if scientists can create one.
Some scientists think that the virus will go away when the weather gets warm. That's
what happens with other coronaviruses and the flu. Lots of viruses like cold, dry air. But
we don't know if that is true for this new virus.
Adapted from: https://www.livescience.com/coronavirus-kids-guide.html
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HISTORY OF MUSIC
HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THE HISTORY OF MUSIC?
A TOUR OF 15 CENTURIES!
Middle Ages (ca. 450 to ca. 1450)
The period in the history of Western Europe, today called the Middle
Ages, begins around 450 A.D. What had once been a vast empire
dominated by Roman law and culture fell apart in consequence of a
series of incursions by the Goths, Huns, and other “barbarian” tribes.
Europe became a feudal society in which the majority of the population
was peasants, or serfs.
The landowners were noblemen who lived in tapestry-hung castles in
walled villages, some of which are the antecedents of European cities of
today. To fight the almost constant wars with each other, powerful lords
raised their sons to be warriors, knights who pledged to follow codes of
loyalty and chivalry. When not engaged in battles, these armored fighters
participated in elaborate tournaments for the entertainment of the
court. Knights also joined the crusades, multi-year Christian expeditions
to the Middle East to recapture the Holy Land from Moslem rule.
As Christianity spread during the Middle Ages, great cathedrals were
built across Europe as places of public
worship, each presided over by a bishop
appointed by the pope. Monasteries and
convents were established as self-sufficient
religious communities where monks and
nuns lived in isolation from the outside
world. At a time when the population was
essentially illiterate, monasteries were
centers of learning. Monks copied and illustrated religious manuscripts
as well as books that preserved writings of Arabic and Greek scholars.
Monasteries have a special significance in the history of European
music. The intoning of sacred texts, a practice the early Christians
borrowed from other religions, was an important element of their liturgy.
The chants sung in the services, some of them of ancient origin, were
passed on through oral tradition, undoubtedly undergoing changes
in the process. In order to bring some organization to this huge body
of melodies, monks formulated principles for classifying the scales on
which they were based, the church modes.
The system that the monks ultimately
developed, essentially the staff of lines
and spaces in use today, accomplished
not only the exact fixing of the pitches of
a melody, but allowed for the notation of
two or more simultaneous melodies that
graphically represented their relationship to
one another. Observations about these relationships led to concepts of
consonance and dissonance and to early rules for creating new music
of two or more parts. What was originally intended as a mechanism for
preserving existing music
laid the foundations for Western theories of counterpoint and harmony.
Those principles and practices made possible the composition of music
of great textural complexity and are themselves among the major
intellectual achievements in human history.

Renaissance (ca. 1450–1600)
The designation “Renaissance” dates from the 18th century and reflects
the revival of interest in the classical civilizations of Greece and Rome
that profoundly influenced the culture and thinking of the century and
a half following the Middle Ages. The period
is also called the Age of Humanism because
of the emphasis on the nature, potential,
and accomplishments of man in literature,
art and music, science, and philosophy.
The medieval approach to understanding
the world, which was based on speculative
systems of divine order and harmony, was
supplanted by theories derived from scientific observation. Learning was
highly valued and, through the invention of printing, became available
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to a wide population. Other important inventions are the telescope and
instruments for navigation used by explorers such as Columbus and
Magellan.
The Catholic Church remained an important institution during the
Renaissance, but diminished in influence in consequence of the wealth
and power of families such as the Medici of Florence and the Estes of
Ferrara, whose courts became centers of culture, learning, and military
might. The Reformation, which began with Martin Luther’s criticisms of
Church abuses, had its greatest impact in Germany. Other breakaway
movements followed in France and Switzerland, as well as in England,
where Henry VIII defied the authority of the pope and declared himself
head of a new Anglican church. Wars between Catholics and Protestants
are part of the history of many of the countries that broke with Rome.
In music and the other arts, patronage by royalty, who competed in
maintaining splendid courts as well as chapels, spurred the development
of secular forms of artistic expression.
Whether secular or sacred, Renaissance art, sculpture, and architecture
embody the ideals of balance, clarity, and
emotional restraint that characterized
the classicism of the Greeks. In music,
where no ancient models survived, that
aesthetic found expression in a style that
evolved from concepts of consonance and
dissonance developed in the Middle Ages
but with new emphasis on harmonious
sonorities. The predominant texture consisted of soprano, alto, tenor,
and bass voice parts creating a highly contrapuntal web in which the
lines diverge, converge, cross, echo, and imitate each other, sometimes
with great rhythmic independence, sometimes moving together in the
manner of a hymn.
Instrumental music continued to be of secondary importance to
composers, whose approach to writing for instruments was usually the
same as that for voices. For example, published collections of dances
required unspecified instruments of soprano, alto, tenor, and bass range—
in essence vocal pieces without words. Some composers, however, began
to explore shaping musical material in ways that exploited the unique
features of the instruments on which it would be performed.

Baroque (ca. 1600–1750)
Many of the historic events in Europe during the 17th and early 18th
centuries are extensions of forces that shaped and defined the
Renaissance. The explorations of the 16th century were followed by the
establishment of more and more colonies in the New World. In the sphere
of intellectual activity, the scientific methodologies and discoveries of
Copernicus and Galileo laid the foundations for the work of Kepler and
Newton, and the philosophers Descartes, Spinoza, and Locke embraced
the Renaissance pursuit of truth through reason. Religious conflicts
engendered by the Reformation continued to erupt throughout the 17th
century. In the area that is now Germany, tensions between Protestants
and Catholics following the Reformation ignited a catastrophic Thirty
Years War, during the course of which half the population died.
These were some of the contexts in which artists worked during the
approximately 150-year period of the Baroque. As in the Renaissance,
popes, cardinals, monarchs, and members of the aristocracy continued
to use art as a symbol of power and wealth. But artists and musicians
also created works for a wider public. The
art, architecture, and music they created
exhibit features that are characteristic of
romantic expression—intense emotion,
flamboyance, and dynamic movement.
For subjects, painters and sculptors
were drawn to dramatic moments from
mythology, ancient history, and the Bible,
which they depicted with elaborate decoration, vivid color, and bold use
of light and shadow. They also portrayed scenes from everyday life that
were displayed in the homes of the rising middle class. Architecture,

often grandiose in scale, employed sweeping lines, high domes,
columns, and statues, all overlaid with ornamental detail. The taste for
dramatic expression in conjunction with the opening of public concert halls
created a supportive climate for the emergence of opera and oratorio and
of new instrumental genres independent of vocal music such as the sonata,
concerto, and suite. In their pursuit of dramatic intensity, composers
introduced strongly contrasting effects—between loud and soft, between
soloist and large group, between voices and instruments—and developed
a vocabulary of devices that associated particular keys, meters, rhythmic
figures, and instruments with specific emotional states, such as anger, love,
joy, and grief.

Classical (Enlightenment Period) (ca. 1750–ca. 1820)
The term classical, when used in the context of works of art, refers to
features such proportion and symmetry that characterize the sculpture
and architecture of ancient Greece and Rome and also the art of
subsequent periods that display those features. Classicists embrace
the notion of universal ideals of beauty and strive in art to achieve
universality through the representation of ideal forms.
It is for this reason that the period that followed the Baroque, when the
flamboyance and drama were supplanted by emotional restraint and
formal balance and symmetry, is called Classical. The 18th century is
also called the Enlightenment Period, because of the ideals of reason,
objectivity, and scientific knowledge
found in the writings of Diderot, Voltaire,
and Lessing that permeated all aspects
of European society and culture. Thomas
Jefferson, John Adams, and Ben Franklin are
among the Americans who shared the belief
in human progress and natural rights, that
is, the rights of the individual as opposed
to the rights of the state, as embodied in a
monarch. These ideas led to the American
Revolution, then the French Revolution, with
its slogan “Liberty, Equality, Fraternity.”
Both the aesthetics of classicism and the Enlightenment worldview
shaped the art of the second half of the 18th and early 19th centuries.
As in the Renaissance, architects once again found inspiration in
the proportion and grace of Greek and Roman temples. Robert
Burns’s poems in Scottish dialect, Jane Austen’s novels about life in a
country village, and Schiller’s plays about aspirations for freedom and
brotherhood are testaments to enlightenment notions of the dignity and
worth of the common man.
In music, composers of the early classical period discarded complex
textures, learned compositional techniques such as fugal imitation, and
grandeur in favor of transparent textures, a single melody supported by
a subordinate accompaniment, and somewhat superficial sentiments.
In the mature classical style of Haydn, Mozart, and early Beethoven,
counterpoint, processes of rigorous development, and depth of expression
reappear, but in the context of classical ideals of clarity, proportion,
and refined taste. Important developments during the period include
expansion of the orchestra to thirty or forty players, improvements in the
mechanisms of instruments, especially the piano, and ever greater public
support through concerts and publication of music.

Romantic (ca. 1820–1900)
In many respects, the social and political history of 19th century Europe
and the United States is a continuation of trends and movements
rooted in the previous century: secularization, industrialization,
democratization. But the way in which artists perceived, interpreted, and
expressed the world was informed by a romantic aesthetic. As a general
descriptive, romantic is applied to literature, visual arts, and music that
emphasize imagination over objective observation, intense emotion
over reason, freedom and spontaneity over order and control, individual
over universal experience. The romantics of the 19th century sought
inspiration in nature (poetry of Wordsworth, paintings of Constable
and Turner), mythology and folklore (stories of E. T. A. Hoffmann), and
the past The lives of many romantics were marked by the restlessness,
longing, and unhappy love relationships they depicted through their art
(the English poets Byron and Shelley).
Music was in a number of respects the perfect romantic art form. In the

words of the composer Franz Liszt, “Music embodies feeling without
forcing it to contend and combine with
thought...” Music was used as a vehicle
for expression of personal emotion, for
awakening nationalistic aspirations, and
for the display of virtuosity. Composers
continued to use genres they inherited
from past, such as the symphony,
concerto, piano sonata, and opera, but
also developed repertories particularly
associated with the 19th century, such as
the art song and instrumental program
music.
The concept of what constituted a single
work encompassed the extremes from short, intimate songs and piano
miniatures of Schubert and Schumann intended to be performed in
intimate surroundings, to the operas of Wagner and symphonies of the
late romantic written for large concert halls and demanding enormous
performing resources.

1900s on
As has been true of all periods, music of the last hundred or so years
is related to past
traditions
yet
has
developed modes of
expression that are
distinctly modern and
depart from earlier
practices. Works of
art are always in some
respect reflective of the
time in which they were
created and, conversely,
shape our perception of the period in which they were produced. Some
music readily speaks to us because we are in some way connected to its
historical and cultural context, yet often the closer works of art are to us in
time, the more alien and inaccessible they seem.
In the early decades of the 20th century, many creative artists were
reacting against the aesthetics and values of Romanticism. The
composer Igor Stravinsky and the painter/sculptor Pablo Picasso are
among the important figures whose works reflect their interest in tribal
societies and the primitive, ritualistic dimension of the human psyche
that was the subject of Freud’s research and writings. One of the most
radical departures from past music traditions was Arnold Schoenberg’s
“method of composing with twelve tones” that rejected principles of a
key center and the distinction between consonance and dissonance that
had been the foundation of Western music for centuries.
Because of the absence of a tonic, twelve-tone music is often called
“atonal,” a term to which Schoenberg objected, or “serial” because the
compositional technique involves manipulation of a germinal series of
pitches. Schoenberg’s theoretical writings and his serial works have had
great impact on subsequent generations of composers. While twelvetone describes Schoenberg’s compositional procedure, his style is
classified as expressionist. Expressionism was an early 20th-century
movement that sought to reveal through art the irrational, subconscious
reality and repressed primordial impulses postulated and analyzed in
the writings of Freud.
Another important development during the early decades of the 20th
century was awakening of interest among American visual artists,
novelists, poets, playwrights, choreographers, and composers in creating
works that reflected a distinctly American, as opposed to a European,
sensibility. In music, the renowned Czech composer Antonin Dvorak,
who visited the United States during the 1890s, challenged Americans
to compose their own music based on native folk materials. His own
Symphony # 9 (1893), written during his stay in America, was evocative
of the African American spiritual. By the 1920s American composers like
George Gershwin and Aaron Copland were incorporating the rhythms
and blues tonality of jazz into their symphonic works. Gershwin’s 1924
piece, Rhapsody in Blue, is the best-known work from this genre.
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SPORTS HUB
THE TOO MOST UNBELIEVABLE SPORTS FACTS!
Baseballs were originally made from the foreskins of
horses.
The state sport of Alabama is figure skating.
A race car with a wood-burning engine finished 3rd in
the 1927 Indianapolis 500.
Boxing legend Rocky Marciano invented the fax
machine.
Studies show high school tennis players score
significantly lower on math tests, it is assumed
because of the sport’s illogical 15–30–40 scoring
system.
It is customary for jockeys to be paid in coins, no
matter how large their winnings.
In the ancient Greek Olympics, wrestling matches
were in the nude and a match did not end until one of
the competitors became aroused.
The O-Chimp-ics, a multi-sport international event for
monkeys, was held every four years from 1952 to 1960.
Golf balls were originally made from dried cow eyeballs.
Hockey legend Gordie Howe suffers from cryophobia,
the extreme fear of cold and ice.
The grass at Wimbledon was kept two inches long until
1949 when an English player was bitten by a snake.
Surfing is an optical illusion.

THE VALUES THAT SPORTS TEACH US!
Certain attributes that come from participating in sports that you
may use anywhere else:
1. Discipline
One of the most important things in life is to learn how to train
yourself to know your own limits and goals. Not only in sports, but
also in life, having discipline helps you achieve success, better and
faster. It also teaches you that not everything will be a victory and
you have to work harder next time.
2. Respect
Having respect for your coaches in sports helps kids later on in life
when dealing with adults or authoritative figures. Understanding
that you don’t know everything at a young age can help in the future
when talking with or listening to those older and wiser than you.
3. Friendship
Some of the best friends come from playing sports together and
this sort of bond helps young boys and girls prioritize the things
that are most important to them. While growing up, your friends
also help you understand who you are and how you are going to
live your life.
4. Overcoming Adversity
Sports are not easy, all athletes are guaranteed to have a hard time
at some point in their career. Going through a slump usually brings
out the player’s true self. Dealing with your own personality when it
comes to tough situations can help you improve yourself and cope
better with adversity.
5. Leadership
Even if you were never captain of the football or baseball team,
leadership skills are always implemented in athlete’s brains. It is
always encouraged to strive to be the best that you can be, acting
as a role model to people around you.
6. Resilience
Like overcoming adversity, resilience teaches you that you can't
always win. However, it also teaches you to get back up and keep
going; to not let anything or anyone stand in your way. Getting past
your fear and leaping into uncertain situations is a skill that can
incessantly be applied to real life.
7. Teamwork
Realizing that a team's success is not solely on your shoulders is
a lesson largely applied to sports. This also carries over to the real
world because working well with people will always be a factor when
trying to get a job. Adjusting to people you don't necessarily like is
also a skill picked up from sports. As the old saying goes, "there is
no I in teamwork."
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THE WORLD OF SPORTS

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL
BENEFITS OF PLAYING SPORT

YOGA, AN ANCIENT ART
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LCB ARTS CENTER
VISUAL ARTS CHROMATIC TOUR
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MUSEUMS OPEN THEIR VIRTUAL
DOORS TO THE WORLD!
Museums and art galleries
Museums have closed around the world to prevent the spread of coronavirus, but their websites are still open.
Instead of visiting museums in real life, why not go and see some art online?
Dozens of renowned museums around the world offer virtual tours of their collections online. You could admire
the Mona Lisa or discover the treasures of the Vatican museum from your couch, at any time and without crowds
of tourists!

Milan’s Pinacoteca di Brera
The Pinacoteca contains one of Italy’s biggest collections of Italian paintings, including masterpieces by Raphael,
Caravaggio and Modigliani.

Florence’s Uffizi Gallery
Admire the details of Botticelli’s Spring, follow the steps of Roman emperor Trajan through sculptures dating
back from his reign, or take a virtual stroll through time in the Room of Saturn, with prints and photos of the
gallery from the 16th century to our era.

Rome’s Vatican Museum
From Egyptian to Gregorian Etruscan to contemporary art, this museum contains several museums! You could
spend days learning about their collection.

Athens' Archaeological Museum
More of a Zeus than a Jupiter fan? Then the archaeological museum of Athens is for you: from vases and ceramics
to metalworking and sculptures, you can feel like you’re on top of the Mount Olympus in just a few clicks.

Madrid’s Prado
Like reading the Bible, but on magnificent medieval panels, canvas and frescoes instead of a book.

Paris’ Louvre museum
You can take a virtual tour of the most famous rooms, thanks to the site’s interactive option. Mona Lisa is not this
museum’s only treasure - it has something for everyone, from mummies to the Venus of Milo to 19th century paintings.

London’s British Museum
From India to China to the Americas, art from all around the world is displayed at the British Museum. The
website’s “virtual galleries” offer HD photos of the artworks as well as a lot of information about each room, artist
and collection.

New York’s Metropolitan Museum
The Met’s “digital digest” curates a selection of videos, articles, information on painters and art practices, and
offers family activities and downloadable catalogues as well as virtual reality tours of the collections.

Washington’s National Gallery of Art
As well as detailed information on the collections and exhibitions, the museum’s website has various online learning
opportunities, audio and video recordings of lectures by artists and curators, and even iPad games for children.

Google Arts and Culture
Always wanted to learn about every crazy detail of Bruegel’s masterpieces, climb architect Zaha Hadid’s first
internationally acclaimed project in 360°, or go inside a space shuttle station in virtual reality? Google Arts and
Culture offers hundreds of virtual tours, virtual reality visits and 360° views of the world’s greatest art pieces,
buildings, museums, music venues, and more.

Live concerts and operas
More of an opera rat than an art fan? Many concert venues and operas across Europe, having shut their doors,
have decided to stream classical orchestras and operas for free online.

Vienna State Opera
Falstaff, Peer Gynt, Romeo and Juliet, Tosca… Vienna’s State Opera is streaming world-renowned operas every day this week.

Malmö Live Concert Hall
From the music of geniuses Mozart and Mendelssohn to the Persian New Year Norouz, Malmö Live is offering
plenty of musical celebrations online for free.

Berlin’s Philharmonie
The Philharmonie has made access to its Digital Concert Hall free for everyone. Listen to a Beethoven evening
or to Mahler’s Second Symphony live, or access its concert and film archive.
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THINKING OF YOU...
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...THINKING OF OTHERS
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LIT BIT!
CHILDHOOD POETRY
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THE YING AND YANG OF LIFE
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PUZZLE TIME!
IDIOMS
Read the idioms and match them to their meanings

A. Once in a blue moon

1. A situation that is not as complicated as
one thinks it is.

B. A storm in a teacup

2. Very rarely

C. Early to bed early to rise

not feel worried about it

D. Luck favours the prepared
E. Out of sight, out of mind
F. Climb the career ladder

3. If you are not aware of something you do
4. Become a better professional at work.
5. If you are driven and ready opportunities
will come.
6. You will keep a healthier life if you keep a
healthy routine.

KEY: A-2, B-1, C-6, D-5, E-3, F-4.

RIDDLES
A classical riddle:

The Sphinx asked Oedipus: What goes on four feet in the morning, two feet at noon,
and three feet in the evening?
Oedipus’ answer to the riddle of the Sphinx:
And the answer is: a man.
A man is a baby in the morning of his life and he crawls on four feet.
A man is an adult in the noon – the middle part – of his life and he walks on two feet.
But when a man is old, in the evening of his life, he walks with a cane, on three feet.
A folklore riddle:

You have a fox, a chicken and a sack of grain. You must
cross a river with only one of them at a time. If you leave the
fox with the chicken he will eat it; if you leave the chicken
with the grain he will eat it. How can you get all three across
safely?
Take the chicken over first. Go back and bring the grain next, but instead of leaving the chicken with the grain,
come back with the chicken. Leave the chicken on the first side and take the fox with you. Leave it on the other
side with the grain. Finally, go back over and get the chicken and bring it over.
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